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Abstract. Besides element type and values, a multidimensional array is
characterized by the number of axes (rank) and their respective lengths
(shape vector). Both properties are essential to do bound checking and to
compute linear offsets into heap memory at run time. In order to have an
array’s rank and shape available at any time during program execution
both are typically kept in an array descriptor that is maintained at run
time in addition to the array itself.
In this paper, we propose a different approach: we treat array rank and
shape as first-class citizens themselves. Firstly, we use dependent types
to reflect structural properties of arrays in the type system. Secondly,
we annotate a program with the array explicit array properties wherever
necessary. This choice not only renders implicit run time array descrip-
tors obsolete, but exposing all rank and shape computations explicitly
in intermediate code also allows us to perform extensive compile time
optimisation on them. We have implemented the proposed approach in
our experimental array language Qube; preliminary experimental results
indicate the suitability of the proposed approach.

1 Introduction

Multidimensional arrays as found in Apl [1], MatLab [2], and SaC[3, 4] are,
apart from the data they contain, characterized by two properties: a rank scalar
and a shape vector. An array’s rank denotes the array’s number of axes. Its shape
vector contains the array’s extent along each axis. Thus, for any given array, the
length of its shape vector equals its rank.

Array ranks and shape vectors are essential for the evaluation of shape-
generic array programs: when we select the element Ai,j from a matrix A : Rm×n

stored in row-major order, the offset into the linear memory representation of A
is i∗n+j. Both extents m and n are necessary to check whether the indices i and
j range within the array boundaries. In general, not even array rank is a compile



time constant. If so, both bound checking and offset computation require to loop
over the shape vector and the index vector.

To provide rank and shape vector whenever necessary, language implemen-
tations usually associate each array with its respective properties at run time.
For example, one-dimensional arrays may be represented as pairs of the form
〈l, [d1, ..., dl]〉 where l denotes the array’s length. To the rest of compiled code,
an array typically appears as an abstract data type, providing means for ob-
taining array length and (safely) accessing individual elements. Extending this
scheme to truly multidimensional arrays yields tuples 〈r, [s1, ..., sr], [d1, ..., dp]〉
where r denotes the rank and [s1, ..., sr] the shape vector. As as data type in-
variant, p = Πr

i=1si must hold for all arrays.
While a descriptor-based run time representation of arrays is intuitive, the

information in the descriptors is often redundant. We observe that array pro-
grams typically contain relationships between ranks, shapes, and elements of
different arrays. For example, the shape-generic function add takes two arrays
of arbitrary but identical shape and yields yet another array of that shape. The
result contains the element-wise sum of the arguments.

add a b = gen x < (shape a) with (a.[x] + b.[x]);

Through the descriptors of a and b, rank and shape are passed to the opera-
tion twice and returned once more into the calling context through yet another
descriptor. Moreover, the expression shape a queries the shape vector of a: the
shape vector is copied from the implicit descriptor of a into a newly allocated
array whose descriptor merely contains the rank of a. As the value of shape a
is used to specify the shape of the result of add, its elements are copied again
into the function result’s descriptor.

To eliminate such redundancies, we propose a descriptor-free evaluation scheme
for multidimensional arrays. The key idea is to use dependent types to capture
the array properties symbolically at compile time. We use this information to
statically annotate intermediate code with terms representing array properties
wherever they are required. Any operation in the intermediate code that needs
an array’s rank or shape vector is extended to accept this information explicitly
through additional arguments. Each expression that originally evaluates to an
array, may then only evaluate to a mere vector that contains the array’s ele-
ments. Through this transformation, we emancipate ranks and shape vectors,
which are now first-class arrays themselves.

Once all structural properties of arrays and their relationships are represented
explicitly in intermediate code, they become subject to program optimisation.
For example, dead code removal eliminates superfluous computations of and
on structural properties. Likewise, common subexpression elimination avoids
repeated computation of identical structural information. Constant folding, al-
gebraic simplification and strength reduction contribute their share to optimise
computations on structural array properties.

We have implemented the proposed descriptor-free run time representation
of arrays in our functional array language Qube [5]. Qube, essentially, is an exper-
imental offspring of the generic functional array language SaC [6]. Unlike SaC,



Qube employs a type system with dependent types to provide static guaran-
tees for the successful evaluation of array programs. Beyond rendering dynamic
checks obsolete, the combination of dependent types and the descriptor-free run
time representation of arrays, is a particularly fruitful one. Dependent array
types allow us to express relationships between the ranks and shapes of argu-
ment and result arrays of functions explicitly. It is this information in particular
that triggers optimisation both within individual function definitions and across
function applications. As a consequence, we can often substantially reduce the
number of explicit shape and rank values compared to the number of implicit
descriptors in a conventional setting.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the
basic concepts of Qube by means of a core language; we assign a static semantics
to the core language by defining the essential typing rules in Section 3. The
dependent types are then used in Section 4 to annotate the program with rank
and shape information wherever this information will be required at run time.
In Section 5, we define an operational semantics for the annotated language
that does not require dynamically looking up array properties. We quantify
the impact of our approach by means of a custom benchmark in Section 6. In
Section 7 we describe related work in the field before we conclude the paper in
Section 8.

2 Array programming basics

For our presentation, we define a core language that enhances the λ-calculus
with essential array programming features. Figure 1 shows the syntax and an
operational semantics of the core language. In addition to the usual variables,
λ-abstractions and function applications, the language provides means for array
creation, array inspection and some vector arithmetic. The core language em-
ploys a call-by-value evaluation regime, i.e. the evaluation of nested expressions
always starts with the leftmost-innermost (closed) subexpression.

In the array programming paradigm, all values are multidimensional arrays.
Each array is characterized by its rank denoting its number of axes and a shape
vector that describes the length of each axis. For example, a vector [1 2 3] has
rank 1 and shape [3]. In this setting, a scalar value such as 23 is also an array
with rank 0 and shape [].

Array values have the form [|qp|[sd]|]4 with p = prod(sd). The integer
vector [sd] is called the array descriptor. It serves as a run time representation
of the shape vector. In our notation, the length d of sd implicitly encodes the
array rank. A computing machine, however, must explicitly encode d in some
way. The data vector qp contains the array elements in row-major order as a
sequence of quarks. These are shapeless entities and may thus only occur inside
of arrays. Quarks may be primitive values such as the integers c, abstractions
λx. t mapping arrays to arrays, and tuples of arrays (not discussed in this paper).
To ease the notation of scalars, we define c ≡ [|c|[]|] and λx. t ≡ [|λx. t|[]|].
4 We use the notation an to denote a sequence a1, .., an.



Both the data vector and the array descriptor are essential for the evaluation
of array programs. E.g. an application t t′ can only be reduced according to rule
E-App if t is a scalar array that contains a single λ-abstraction.

The built-in functions dim(t) and shape(t) yield the rank and shape vec-
tor of t by inspecting the descriptor of their evaluated argument. Similarly,
length(t), if applied to a vector, yields its length as a scalar. The selection
sel(t1,t2) obtains the element of t1 that is located at the position t2. Evaluat-
ing the selection requires that the length of the index vector t2 equals the rank of
t1 and that t2 denotes a position inside of t1. The function ι(d, sd, id) computes
the linear offset of the index vector id into the data vector of an array of rank d
and shape sd.

Integer vectors have special significance in array programming as they serve
as both index and shape vectors. When tl is a non-negative integer, vec(tl,t)
evaluates to a vector of length tl that contains the scalar t at each index.
cat(t1,t2) appends a vector t2 to a vector t1. Conversely, vectors are split by
the operations take and drop. For a given vector t of length m and an integer
tn with 0 ≤ tn ≤ m, take(tn,t) and drop(tn,t) yield the prefix of t of length
tn and the suffix of t of length m− n, respectively.

Linear binary operations such as +, −, etc. may be applied to both pairs
of scalars and pairs of equally sized integer vectors. Thereby, f̃ represents the
operation denoted by the symbol f .

The array constructor [tp|[fd]] with ∀i.fi > 0, p = prod(fd), and thus
p > 0 creates a new array of frame shape fd by evaluating the cell expressions
tj . When all cells evaluate to arrays of identical shape cr, the new array’s descrip-
tor is cat(fd,cr). Its data vector is the concatenation of the cells’ individual
elements. For example

[[|1, 2|[2]|], [|1, 2|[2]|]|[2]] → [|1, 2, 3, 4|[2, 2]|]

An array constructor cannot specify arrays without cells: although an array may
not contain any quarks, the descriptor suffix cr would be unknown.

Arrays with a dynamic frame shape may be specified using the with-loop,
an array comprehension inherited from SaC. When tfs evaluates to a positive
integer vector, an expression gen x < tfs with tc evaluates an array constructor
of frame shape tfs. The with-loop binds the index vector x that may appear free
in the cell expression tc. Each cell is computed by instantiating tc such that x
is replaced with a vector that denotes the cell’s location inside the frame. Using
the with-loop, we can for example map a function f to an arbitrarily shaped
array a of arguments:

gen x < shape(a) with (f sel(a,x))

Although elegant, the specification is not total as a may be an empty array whose
shape vector contains at least one zero. In this case, the with-loop evaluates to
an ill-formed array constructor without cells.

In this section, we have specified an untyped core language for functional
array programming. Each array is represented by both its elements and a de-
scriptor, a run time data structure that describes the array’s rank and shape.



Syntax
t ::= [|q∗|[c∗]|] | x | t t | f(t+)| [t+|[c∗]] | gen x < t with t Terms
q ::= c | λx. t Quarks

f ::= dim | shape | length | sel | ~f | f2 Built-ins
~f ::= vec | cat | take | drop Vector ops
f2 ::= + | - | ... Binary ops

v ::= [|q∗|[c∗]|] Array values

Evaluation
t1 → t′1 (E-App1)

t1 t2 → t′1 t2

t2 → t′2 (E-App1)
v1 t2 → v1 t

′
2

[|λx : T. t|[]|] v → t[x 7→ v] (E-App)

t1 → t′1 (E-F1)
f(t1) → f(t′1)

dim([|qp|[cd]|]) → [|d|[]|] (E-Dim)
shape([|qp|[cd]|]) → [|cd|[d]|] (E-Shp)
length([|qn|[n]|]) → [|n|[]|] (E-Len)

t1 → t′1 (E-F21)
f(t1,t2) → f(t′1,t2)

t2 → t′2 (E-F22)
f(v1,t2) → f(v1,t

′
2)

∀k. 0 ≤ ik < sk
(E-Sel)

sel([|qp|[sd]|],[|id|[d]|]) → [|qι(d,sd,id)|[]|]

0 ≤ cl
(E-Vec)

vec([|cl|[]|],[|c|[]|]) → [|c, ..., c|[cl]|]

0 ≤ c ≤ n
(E-Take)

take([|c|[]|],[|qn|[n]|]) → [|q1, ..., qc|[c]|]

0 ≤ c ≤ n
(E-Drop)

drop([|c|[]|],[|qn|[n]|]) → [|qc+1, ..., qn|[n− c]|]
cat([|cm|[m]|],[|c′n|[n]|]) → [|cm, c′n|vec(t,m+̂n)|] (E-Cat)

f2(([|c|[]|], [|c′|[]|])) → [|f̃2(c, c′)|[]|] (E-Bin)
f2(([|cn|[n]|], [|c′n|[n]|])) → [|f̃2(c1, c

′
1), .., f̃2(cn, c

′
n)|[n]|] (E-VBin)

ti → t′i (E-ArrC)
[ti−1, ti, t

p−i|[fd]] → [ti−1, t′i, t
p−i|[fd]]

[[|qp1|[c
r]|], ..., [|qpn|[c

r]|]|[fd]] → [|qp1 , .., q
p
n|[f

d, cr]|] (E-Arr)

t → t′ (E-GenF)
gen x < t with tc → gen x < t′ with tc

∀k. fk > 0 ∀yd ∈ ~0..fd. tι(d,fd,yd) = tc[x 7→ [|yd|[d]|]]
(E-Gen)

gen x < [|fd|[d]|] with tc → [tp|[fd]]

Fig. 1. A core language for functional array programming

Descriptors are in two ways essential for the evaluation of array programs: First,
they are required to check whether a term satisfies the necessary preconditions



I ::= idx | idxvec i | {I in ir} Index sorts

i ::= c | x | [in] | ~f(i,i) | f2(i,i) Index terms

ir ::= i | i.. | ..i | i..i Index ranges

T ::= [Q|t] | num i | numvec t i Array types

Q ::= ⊥Q | int | S → T Quark types

S ::= T | x :: I | x : num [in ir] | x : numvec t [in ir] Domain types

t ::= ... | t ′i Terms

q ::= ... | λs. t Quarks

s ::= x : T | x :: I | x : num [in ir] | x : numvec t [in ir] Binders

Fig. 2. Dependent array types for the core language

for further evaluation. Second, they are relevant for computing the result of an
evaluation step. Nonetheless, we aim at representing arrays without descriptors.

3 Types

The focus of this paper lies on harnessing type information to evaluate array
programs without descriptors. Therefore, our presentation of the type system
concentrates on how to gather and represent the necessary information and
guarantee orderly evaluation. For a more thorough treatment of the type system
see [5].

Our approach for eliminating run time descriptors relies on extensive use of
compile time information about the arrays. We use dependent types to represent
not only element type on an array but also the array’s rank and shape vector. In
the presence of unbounded recursion, type checking of a programming language
with dependent types is undecidable [7]. To make type checking decidable, our
approach resembles an indexed type system [8, 9] that only allows types to depend
on compile time terms of a specific index language, on which constraints may be
resolved statically.

We intend to annotate our programs with the rank and shape information
from the array types. This rules out standard indexed types as the indices are
only available at compile time. Therefore, we index our family of array types
with proper language terms. However, these terms must be of a singleton type,
i.e. the value of the expression describing an array’s shape must be associated
with a compile time index. This way, we may put run time terms into programs
wherever shape and rank information is required. Yet, we may statically reason
about array ranks, shape vectors, and even values by means of a constraint
solver.



Fig. 2 shows the extensions we make to the core language. Our index lan-
guage consists of integer scalars of sort idx and integer vectors which belong to
a member of the sort family idxvec i where i denotes the vector length. Index
terms may be variables, integers, vectors of scalars and linear operations applied
to index terms. Index vectors may be may also be formed with the structural
operations vec, take, drop, and cat. Index sorts can be restricted to specific
ranges using the subset notation {I in ir}. A range a..b denotes all x for which
a ≤ x < b. Both boundaries may be omitted, indicating ±∞ as the bound-
aries. Sort checking is decidable if the structural operations allow to statically
decompose structured vectors into atomic vector fragments [5].

The singleton type num i characterizes scalar integers whose value is denoted
by the index term i. Similarly, the type numvec tl i describes specific integer
vectors where tl is a non-negative num. More generally, [Q|t] is the type of all
arrays whose elements have quark typeQ and whose shape vector is characterized
by the non-negative numvec t. By subtyping, each num i is also an [int|[]] and
a numvec t i is also an [int|[t]].

The bottom quark type is a subtype of all quark types. It serves as a quark
type for empty arrays like the empty vector [||[0]|] which has type [⊥Q|[0]].
Populated arrays may contain primitive data such as integers and functions. Reg-
ular functions of type T → T map arrays to arrays, whereas the type x :: I → T
allows us to specify functions whose result type depends on an index. Addition-
ally, functions may depend on singleton arguments: the type x : num in ir → T
simultaneously binds an index x in the range ir and an expression of type num x.

The basic typing rules for quarks and terms are summarized in Fig. 3. Note
that through subtyping quarks and terms have multiple types.

The type rule T-Val for non-empty array values [|qp|[sd]|] checks that
each quark qi has the same quark type Q. For an empty array value without
quarks, no precise quark type can be determined. For this reason, rule T-ValE
assigns it the bottom quark type ⊥Q, which is a subtype of any quark type. In
addition to their array types, constant integer scalars and vectors also have more
specific constant singleton types according to the rules T-Num, T-Numvec.

The rules T-App, T-IApp, T-NApp, and T-VApp ensure that only scalar
arrays of (dependent) functions can be applied to suitable arguments. The result
type of a dependent function application is obtained by replacing occurrences of
the bound variable in the co-domain with the concrete argument.

Typing of the array specific operations is shown in Fig. 4. The dim and shape
primitives can be applied to arbitrary arrays and yield singleton types. length
is only applicable to singleton vectors and yields a scalar singleton. The typing
rule T-Sel statically enforces all the necessary preconditions of the selection: the
selection vector must be a singleton vector with appropriate length that ranges
within the boundaries of the array selected into. A (valid) selection always yields
a scalar array but never a singleton.

The vector operations vec, cat, take, and drop always require appropriate
singleton arguments and yield a singleton vector whose index is formed in the
same way. Three rules are used to type applications of binary operations: They



may be applied to integer scalars (T-Bin), yielding another of the same element
type and shape. More interestingly, when applied to (compatible) singletons (T-
BinS, T-BinV), the result is also a singleton whose index is characterized by
the application of the operation to the original singletons’ indices.

An array constructor with frame shape [cn] is well-typed if all cells have
the same quark type Q and the same shape ts. The new array then has type
[Q|cat([cn],ts)]. In the special case where all cells of a vector are singleton

Γ ` c :Q int (QT-Int)

Γ, x : T1 ` t : T2
(QT-Abs)

Γ ` λx : T1. t :Q T1 → T2

Γ, x :: I ` t : T
(QT-IAbs)

Γ ` λx :: I. t :Q x :: I → T

Γ, x :: {idx in ir}, x : num x ` t : T
(QT-NAbs)

Γ ` λx : num in ir. t :Q x : num in ir → T

Γ ` tl : num il Γ, x :: {idxvec il in ir}, x : numvec tl x ` t : T
(QT-VAbs)

Γ ` λx : numvec tl in ir. t :Q x : numvec tl in ir → T

x : T ∈ Γ
(T-Ctx)

Γ ` x : T

n > 0 ∀j. Γ ` qj :Q Q
(T-Val)

Γ ` [|qn|[sd]|] : [Q|[sd]]

Γ ` [||[sd]|] : [⊥Q|[sd]] (T-ValE)

Γ ` [|c|[]|] : num c (T-Num)

Γ ` [|cn|[n]|] : numvec n [cn] (T-Numvec)

Γ ` t1 : [T1 → T2|[]] Γ ` t2 : T1 (T-App)
Γ ` t1 t2 : T2

Γ ` t : [x :: I → T|[]] Γ ` i :: I
(T-IApp)

Γ ` t ′i : T [x 7→i i]

Γ ` t1 : [x : num in ir → T|[]] Γ ` t2 : num i2 Γ ` i2 :: {idx in ir}
(T-NApp)

Γ ` t1 t2 : T [x 7→i i2][x 7→ t2]

Γ ` t1 : [x : numvec tl1 in ir → T|[]] Γ ` tl1 : num il1
Γ ` t2 : numvec tl1 i2 Γ ` i2 :: {idxvec il1 in ir}

(T-VApp)
Γ ` t1 t2 : T [x 7→i i2][x 7→ t2]

Fig. 3. Basic typing rules



Γ ` t : [Q|ts] Γ ` ts : numvec td is Γ ` td : num id
(T-Dim)

Γ ` dim(t) : num id

Γ ` t : [Q|ts] Γ ` ts : numvec td is
(T-Shape)

Γ ` shape(t) : numvec td is

Γ ` t : numvec tl i Γ ` tl : num il (T-Length)
Γ ` length(t) : num il

Γ ` t : [Q|ts] Γ ` ts : numvec td is Γ ` id : num id
Γ ` ti : numvec td ii Γ ` ii :: {idxvec id in vec(id,0)..is}

(T-Sel)
Γ ` sel(t,ti) : [Q|[]]

Γ ` tl : num il Γ ` il :: {idx in 0..} Γ ` t : num i
(T-Vec)

Γ ` vec(tl,t) : numvec tl (vec(il,i))

Γ ` t1 : numvec tl1 i1 Γ ` t2 : numvec tl2 i2 (T-Cat)
Γ ` cat(t1,t2) : numvec (tl1 + tl2) (cat(i1,i2))

Γ ` t1 : num i1 Γ ` t2 : numvec tl2 i2 Γ ` i1 :: {idx in 0..il2 + 1}
(T-Take)

Γ ` take(t1,t2) : numvec t1 (take(i1,i2))

Γ ` t1 : num i1 Γ ` t2 : numvec tl2 i2 Γ ` i1 :: {idx in 0..il2 + 1}
(T-Drop)

Γ ` drop(t1,t2) : numvec (tl2 - t1) (drop(i1,i2))

Γ ` t1 : [int|[]] Γ ` t2 : [int|[]]
(T-Bin)

Γ ` f2(t1, t2) : [int|[]]

Γ ` t1 : num i1 Γ ` t2 : num i2 (T-BinS)
Γ ` f2(t1, t2) : num (f2(i1,i2))

Γ ` t1 : [int|[]] Γ ` t2 : [int|[]]
(T-Bin)

Γ ` f2(t1, t2) : [int|[]]

Γ ` t1 : numvec tl1 i1 Γ ` t2 : numvec tl1 i2 (T-BinV)
Γ ` f2(t1, t2) : numvec tl1 (f2(i1,i2))

∀j. Γ ` tj : [Q|ts]
(T-Arr)

Γ ` [tp|[cn]] : [Q|cat([cn],ts)]

∀j. Γ ` tj : num ij
(T-ArrNumvec)

Γ ` [tn|[n]] : numvec n [in]

Γ ` tfs : numvec tfd ifs Γ ` tfd : num ifd
Γ ` ifs :: {idxvec ifd in vec(ifd,0)..} x /∈ FREE([Q|tcs])
Γ, x :: {idxvec ifd in vec(ifd,0)..ifs}, x : numvec tfd ` tc : [Q|tcs]

(T-Gen)
Γ ` gen x < tfs with tc : [Q|cat(tfs,tcs)]

Fig. 4. Typing rules for array specific language elements



scalars, rule T-ArrNumvec gives the array the appropriate singleton vector
type. The typing rule T-Gen for the with-loop gen x < tfs with tc verifies that
the frame shape tfs is a non-negative vector. For checking the cell expression tc,
the identifier x is bound to both a vector sort that ranges between zero and the
frame shape and a singleton vector with exactly that value. If the cell expression
then has type [Q|tcs], then the with-loop has type [Q|cat(tfs,tcs)]. The
type rule allows with-loops with empty frame shapes as these will be enabled
by the modified semantics in Section 6.

Type checking rules out all programs that may not satisfy the constraints
on ranks, shape vectors, and array values inherent to array programs. Program
evaluation may thus entirely dispense with dynamic checks of these constraints.
Still, array descriptors are required whenever array properties determine the
evaluation result.

t : [Q|ts] ts : numvec td is
(C-Dim)

dim(t) →C dim(t, td)

t : [Q|ts]
(C-Shape)

shape(t) →C shape(t, ts)

t : numvec tl i (C-Length)
length(t) →C length(t, tl)

t1 : [Q|ts1] t1 : numvec td1 is1
(C-Sel)

sel(t1,t2) →C sel(t1,t2, td1, ts1)

t1 : numvec tl1 i1 t2 : numvec tl2 i2 (C-Cat)
cat(t1,t2) →C cat(t1,t2, tl1, tl2)

t2 : numvec tl2 i2 (C-Drop)
drop(t1,t2) →C drop(t1,t2, tl2)

t1 : numvec tl1 i1 (C-BinV)
f2(t1, t2) →C f2(t1, t2, tl1)

t1 : [Q|t1s] t1s : numvec t1d i1
(C-Arr)

[tp|[cn]] →C [tp|[cn] of t1s(t1d)]

tfs : numvec tfd ifs tc : [Q|tcs] tcs : numvec tcd ics
(C-Gen)

gen x < tfs with tc →C gen x < tfs(tfd) of tcs(tcd) with tc

Fig. 5. Static annotation of the required array properties



4 Array properties on demand

By construction, the type of an array [Q|ts] encodes both the array’s quark type
Q and its shape vector ts. As ts must be a numvec td , its length td also denotes
the array’s rank. Thus, both rank and shape vector are symbolically known
at compile time. We annotate the program with these terms wherever array
properties will be required for program evaluation. In Section 5 we will define an
operational semantics that takes the annotations into account. Ultimately, this
allows us to entirely eliminate array descriptors.

Fig. 5 shows the relation →C for statically annotating array programs with
the array properties that will be required at run time. The rules are applied
exhaustively throughout the program. By virtue of type checking, the premises
hold for every well-typed program. They are only required to match the desired
type patterns.

The evaluation of function applications and scalar operations does not require
any array properties.

The operations dim(t), shape(t), and length(t) yield array properties for
which terms may be directly derived from the type of t. Instead of replacing the
entire expressions, we merely extend the argument lists in order to maintain the
call-by-value semantics. The selection sel(t,tiv) requires both the rank td and
the shape vector ts of t to compute the offset into the data vector of t through
ι(td, ts, tiv).

A vector construction vec(tl,t) and a vector prefix take(tl,t) don’t require
additional information at run time as the result lengths are given by the argu-
ment tl itself. However, computing the suffix of a vector with drop(td,t) also
requires the length of t. The concatenation cat(t1,t2) depends on the lengths
of both argument vectors. In contrast, the arguments of well-typed linear vector
arithmetic operations must have the same length; we thus only annotate the
length of the first vector.

The size of an array defined by an array constructor [tp|[cd]] depends on
both the static frame shape [cd] and the size of the array cells. The size of an
array cell is the product of its shape vector. Since all cells must have the same
rank and shape, we annotate the constructor with the first cell’s rank and shape
vector. For the same reason, a with-loop gen x < ts with tc is annotated rank
and shape vector of the cell expression tc. As the with-loop’s frame shape ts is
a vector expression, we also annotate its length.

5 Evaluation of annotated array programs

In this section, we redefine the evaluation relation → for well-typed programs
such that it uses the property annotations instead of dynamically accessing array
descriptors. No dynamic checks are performed as potential run time errors have
been ruled out by means of type checking. Fig. 6 shows the modified semantics.
We underline the descriptor in an array value [|qp|[sd]|] to indicate that it is
a mere compile time attribute that is required for type checking. At run time
however, no descriptor will be built.



[|λx : T. t|[]|] v → t[x 7→ v] (E-App)

[|λx :: I. t|[]|] ′i → t[x 7→i i] (E-IApp)

[|λx : num. t|[]|] [|c|[]|] → t[x 7→i c][x 7→ [|c|[]|]] (E-NApp)

[|λx : numvec tl. t|[]|] [|c1, ..., cn|[n]|]
→ t[x 7→i [c1, ..., cn]][x 7→ [|c1, ..., cn|[n]|]]

(E-VApp)

dim(v, vd) → vd (E-Dim)

shape(v, vs) → vs (E-Shape)

length(v, vl) → vl (E-Length)

sel(v,vi, [|cd|[]|], vs) → [|vι(cd,vs,vi)|[]|] (E-Sel)

vec([|cl|[]|],[|c|[]|]) → [| c, ..., c| {z }
cl

|[cl]|] (E-Vec)

cat(v,w, [|cv|[]|], [|cw|[]|]) → [|v1, ..., vcv , w1, ..., wcw|[cv+̂cw]|] (E-Cat)

take([|ct|[]|],v) → [|v1, ..., vct|[ct]|] (E-Take)

drop([|cd|[]|],v, [|cl|[]|]) → [|vcd+1, ..., vcl|[cl−̂cd]|] (E-Drop)

f2([|c1|[]|], [|c2|[]|]) → [|f̂2(c1, c2)|[]|] (E-BinS)

f2(v, w, [|cl|[]|]) → [|f̂2(v1, w1), ..., f̂2(vcl , wcl)|[cl]|] (E-BinV)

[vp|[cn] of vs([|cd|[]|])] → [|v1
1 , .., v

s
1, ..., v

1
p, ..., v

s
p|[c

n, v1
s , ..., v

cd
s ]|] (E-Arr)

where s = Π
cd
i=1v

i
s

∃k. fsk = 0
(E-GenE)

gen x < [|fsfd|[fd]|](fd) of cs(cd) with tc → [||[fsfd, cscd]|]

∀k. fsk > 0 ∀yfd ∈ ~0..fsfd. tι(fd,fsfd,yfd) = tc[x 7→i [y
fd]][x 7→ [yfd]]

(E-Gen)
gen x < [|fsfd|[fd]|](fd) of cs(cd) with tc → [tp|[fsfd] of cs(cd)]

Fig. 6. Descriptor-free evaluation of well-typed programs with property annotations

Evaluation of function applications does not require any array properties.
The array inspection operations dim, shape, and length have been annotated
with terms denoting the sought array properties. They evaluate directly to their
second argument, ignoring the inspected array.

The selection blindly fetches the indexed element from the data vector as
out-of-bounds accesses cannot occur and the relevant information for computing
the linear offset is available. The modified evaluation of the vector operations is
similarly straightforward.

Annotated array constructors evaluate to an array value whose size is deter-
mined by the static frame shape and the dynamic cell shape vector cs of length



cd. All cells will evaluate to arrays of that shape. Thus, the new data vector is
formed by copying prod(cs) quarks from each cell array.

The evaluation rule E-Gen for the with-loop is adjusted to the typed, an-
notated setting. The substitution of the index vector in the cell expression now
takes type indices into account and the annotated cell shape is transcribed to
the resulting array constructor. More interestingly, the additional evaluation
rule E-GenE specifies that annotated with-loops with empty frame shape are
evaluated to empty array values with an appropriate (compile time) descriptor.
Hence, we may use with-loops to define arbitrary shape-generic operations even
if the frame shape is empty.

6 Experimental evaluation

We have implemented the proposed descriptor-free evaluation of array programs
in our functional array language Qube. Essentially, Qube is an experimental
offspring of SaC [6]. Its notation is similar to that of Haskell. We use Qube to
explore how dependent array types can be harnessed to compile verified shape-
generic programs into efficient, data-parallel code.

6.1 Implementation

Our language implementation compiles Qube programs into C code which, in
turn, gets compiled into native executables by a C compiler of the user’s choice.
The implementation is currently limited to first order functions. For efficiency,
we use two array representations: scalars are held on the C run time stack or
even in registers whereas the data vectors of non-scalar arrays are allocated on
the heap. Automatic memory management relies on the Boehm-Dehmers-Weiser
conservative garbage collector [10]. In the future, we would like to replace it with
a memory management scheme based on reference counting, since this would al-
low us to perform destructive array updates even in our context of immutable
arrays [11]. Our compiler performs basic program optimisations: dead code elim-
ination, constant folding, common subexpression elimination. Furthermore, it
avoids the costly creation of with-loop index vectors and index computations
as described in [12].

The measurements were performed on an Apple Macmini with an Intel Core
Duo 2 clocked at 2GHz with 4MB L2 Cache and 2GB of RAM. We use GCC
version 4.2 as a back-end compiler.

6.2 A custom benchmark

Array descriptors add an overhead to each array. To quantify the precise effect
of descriptor-free evaluation, we use a custom micro benchmark.

add : d : num in 0.. -> s : numvec d in vec(d,0).. ->
[int|s] -> [int|s] -> [int|s];

add d s a b = gen x < shape a with a.[x] + b.[x];



The rank-generic function add adds the elements of two equally shaped inte-
ger arrays and returns the result. Fig. 7 shows the compiled Qube program. It
calculates the size of the new array, allocated memory and computes the result
with virtually no overhead. To simulate the behaviour outlined in Section 2, we
annotated the C program with array descriptors. The modified program thus
keeps separate rank scalars and shape vectors for each array. It also has to com-
pute shape a by creating a new array that mirrors the shape vector of a. In
both programs, scalar arrays are represented as primitive C values. Moreover,
both neither perform dynamic constraint checks such as array bounds checks nor
index vector computations.

We use add to iterate the addition of two matrices of varying size N × N
such that the overall number of scalar additions is roughly 2 ∗ 109. Fig. 8 shows
the run time results. The descriptor-free program performs substantially better
than the descriptor-based program for small arrays sizes. For matrices larger
than 32 × 32, the overhead of descriptor maintenance becomes less significant
and virtually vanishes for arrays larger than 1024×1024. The running times are
dominated by memory management: a modified version of the descriptor-free
program that destructively updates the first argument performs clearly superior.

void add__0( int d__1, int *s__1, int *a__0, int *b__0, int **add__1) {

int flat__5;

int *flat__7__0;

int x__idx__0;

int flat__0;

int flat__1;

int flat__2;

{

int i__0;

flat__5 = 1;

for (i__0 = 0; i__0 < d__1; i__0++) {

flat__5 = (flat__5 * s__1[i__0]);

}

}

flat__7__0 = GC_malloc_atomic_ignore_off_page(flat__5 * sizeof(int));

for (x__idx__0 = 0; x__idx__0 < flat__5; x__idx__0++) {

flat__0 = b__0[x__idx__0];

flat__1 = a__0[x__idx__0];

flat__2 = (flat__0 + flat__1);

flat__7__0[x__idx__0] = flat__2;

}

*add__1 = flat__7__0;

}

Fig. 7. The compiled C program for shape-generic array addition
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Fig. 8. Run time measurements for 231 ≈ 2∗109 integer additions organized as element-
wise array additions for varying array sizes.

Execution times increase for all tested programs once the argument and result
arrays become too big for the processor’s L2 Cache.

7 Related work

Many array languages like MatLab [2], Apl [13, 1], J [14] or Nial [15] are
interpreted and untyped. These languages are known for offering a plethora of
well optimised operators for each array operation supported by the language.
They rely on the ability to dynamically access array properties via some form
of descriptor.

Static knowledge about the array properties is crucial for compiling array
programs into efficient executables. For example in FISh [16], each function f is
accompanied by a shape function #f which maps the shape of the argument to
the shape of the result. Shape inference proceeds by first inlining all functions
and then statically evaluating all shape functions. FISh rejects all programs that
contain non-constant array shapes.

The array language SaC uses different types [3] for arrays of statically known
shape (e.g. int[10,10]), arrays of statically known rank (but unknown shape)
(e.g. int[.,.]), and arrays of unknown rank and shape (e.g. int[*]). A com-
pilation scheme for shape-generic SaC programs has been devised that takes
the array types into account to avoid creating run time descriptors whenever
possible [17]. To improve the static shape information, the SaC compiler uses a
combination of partial evaluation and function specialisation [18]. Recently, we
proposed symbolic array attributes as a uniform scheme to infer and represent



structural information in shape-generic array programs such that it may be used
by optimisations [19].

Light-weight dependently typed languages such as Xi and Pfenning’s DML [9],
Xi’s Applied Type System [20], and Zenger’s indexed types [8] are also related
to our approach. These allow term-indexing into type families only by means of
compile time index terms. As such, these indices cannot replace run time descrip-
tors. In contrast, Agda [21] and Epigram [22] support types that depend on
arbitrary terms but offer no particular support for shape-generic array program-
ming. In his thesis [25], Brady showed how the rich type information in Epigram
programs may be used for the compilation into efficient G-machine code. More
recently, Swierstra and Altenkirch proposed an Agda library for specifying lo-
cality aware algorithms over distributed arrays [24]. The Ynot project aims at
combining dependently typed programming systems with effects [23].

8 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have proposed a new method for evaluating array programs
without dynamically tagging arrays with a descriptor. Dependent types allow
us to represent an expression’s rank and shape in the type system. We use this
information to statically annotate an intermediate program with array proper-
ties wherever these are required for evaluation. Evaluation rules that take the
annotations into account entirely dispense with the need for array descriptors. In
addition, type checking renders dynamic constraint checks such as array bounds
checks superfluous. The compiled programs thus contain very little overhead.
Preliminary run time measurements indicate that descriptor-free evaluation can
positively influence run time performance, especially when a program deals with
many small arrays.

In the future, we would like to further develop the Qube compiler and imple-
ment more complex programs to demonstrate our approach. The existing results
indicate that a memory management scheme based on reference counting will
benefit the evaluation efficiency as it would allow us to often perform array up-
dates destructively. Our general aim is to use the information present in the
array types to aggressively optimise array programs. Ultimately, this will allow
us to generate more efficient array programs both for sequential and parallel
execution.
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